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This is a very exciting— and busy—time lor anyone teaching advanced

angiosperm morphology, phylogem. or phylosyslematics. Within the span

of a few months we have seen the publication of tins hook by Stebbins, the

2nd Edition of Foster & Gilford (Freeman & Co.). a new look at distributions

by Raven & Axelrod (Ann. Mo. Bot. Card, (it: 539 -(573. 1974). and a new treat-

ment of the old Ranales by Thorne (Aliso 8:147-209. 1974). This new literature

is like "new bottles for old wme, with apologies to the late Sir Julian

Professor Stebbins has given us a fantastic book. It is full of ideas, new

lightfully readable. Onh a person with his vast knowledge and understanding

of plants both living and fossil, and his understanding ol genetics, develop-

mental biology, and ecology could achieve tins degree of conceptualism. As

he says, it is based upon fifty years of observation, experimentation, and

reading hundreds of books and journal articles.

The book is divided into two parts. The first deals with "Factors that De-

termine Evolutionary Trends." In seven chapters he describes the basic

Concomitants he irgu< " un i ih< ncci il\ In conjure up a mechanism

such as directed mutation pressure to explain those features of higher cate-

gories that have no apparent adaptive value, and for the necessity to consid-

er the importance of internal selection for a genotype governing a harmoni-

u <>m , < . . >!o| i ui ii Minns aie i\en for the maintenance of

morphological similarities or constancy of characteristics of higher cate-

gories in face of random fluctuations in the environment interacting with ran-

dom mutations ((iinn idnp nun m n «n ii .u kn (li The second part,

and phylogenetic trends, and the adaptations of various character states.

His diagram of relationships of orders, subclasses and classes shows affini-

ties, degree of specialization relative siz< ol roup and the amount of

divergence within each group. The last chapter suggests kinds of research

that are needed in the future. Each chapter is provided with an excellent

and concise summary of the salient arguments and hypotheses.

Undoubtedly the textbooks of the future will include such items as Steb-

bins' "corystosperm theory of angiosperm origin," "internal selection theo-



ry," and "principle- of u.enotieal imifonnhnrianism." His di

liilionnrs i elal ion ships ol angiosporm older n ill be uJdod 10 if

Hutchinson, Crorupusl, Takhtajan, elc. We will add to our ev.

lary such terms as
'

"evolutionary cradles," "evolutionary mi
lutionan canalization and oilier; learned hen Phi i , a am
which will have a tremendous and lasting impact on our field,

sable to botanists and evolutionary biologists.

There are very lew mistakes. My only criticism concerns

book will obviously be used as a reference to Stebbins' vi

evolutionary (rends and adaptive significance of vai'ious tea'

index is lacking in a number of references to such topics,

where is the discussion on the evolution of stipules? It could

3, 9. 10, or 11 according to the Table of Contents. To help

deficiency, a namher of missing entries are given below. Sor

fleet a different choice of entry rather than a complete omiss

Androecium, 220, 287

Aquatic adaptation, 18

C-4 pathway, 19, 26

Carpel; number, (add) 28

Embryo sac; variation, 27

Flowers: structure, 213

Fusions, (add) IS, 2S5. 295

Growth habit. 210: woody. 1

Leaf, compound, 5, 18; dock

Leaf arrangement, 212; shai

Perianth, differentiation, (at

Phyllode origin of monocot

Pollen grains, (add) 227

Root adaptations, 42

Saprophytic adaptation, I!)

Stamens; diadelphous, 5; ni

Stipules; 212

Succulence, 18

Symmetry, floral, 18, 280

Tepals, 220, 284
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